
Thank you for buying Crumar Roady. 
This Kontakt 5 instrument uses samples taken from a Crumar Roady electric 
piano.

1........How to Install/Load presets
2........Overview of instrument.
3........Credits.

This Kontakt instrument is based on the Crumar Roady analogue electric piano, bass and vibes keyboard.

There are 2 main sets of samples consisting of: a clean sample set of the Roady and a set of samples recorded using a
vintage tape machine and various effects to create varied sounds which greatly extend the type of tones that can be used.

There is also a easy to use effects section.



Thank you for buying our latest Kontakt instrument.

     When installing it is best to unzip the contents to your audio drive.
       Please note, it is really important that none of the files contained in the folders are moved around to other locations; 
       they have to stay where I have placed them. If the files are moved around it could cause a file not found dialogue 
       when loading Crumar Roady.

 

       Loading a preset .nki file.

To load a preset, click the browse folder icon on the top row of Kontakt - This will open up the browser window to the left 
left of the main Kontakt screen.
You will see the various tabs called Files, Libraries, Database, Monitor, Modules and Auto.

             Select the Files tab and then navigate to the Presets folder inside the Crumar folder which is now on your
             computers hard drive.

         .

Double click one of the presets and this will load the preset into Kontakt.
Once you have a preset loaded, you can load the next preset by simply clicking the left and right arrow head pointers
in the Kontakt window. See image below.



Overview of instrument. 
Crumar Roady consists of 3 seperate instruments:

Bass, Vibes and Piano.

There are two versions of Crumar Roady included:

A)Clean unprocessed samples.
B)Wonky Tape and processed samples.

 

The piano section key range is controlled by the two buttons L(eft) and R(ight). If L is active, then the lower half of the
keyboard range F0 to E2 is active. If R is active, then the upper half of the keyboard range F2 to F5 is active.

Selecting 1,2 and 3 will activate the various piano sounds and any combination of the 3 piano buttons can be active - all 
combinations of the piano sounds from the various possible button configurations have been sampled.

L(eft) piano range                  R(ight) piano range

Vibes Key range 

Bass range



Effects Section.

Effects are activated by clicking the red L.E.D and each effects controls are displayed by clicking the letters of the effects.
In the example above the reverb is selected and indicated with a grey outline.

CREDITS.

Graphics by Glyn at Divergent Audio Group.
Kontakt scripting, sampling and presets by Stephen Porter at Synth Magic.

My sincere thanks to everyone who buys my products and supports Synth Magic.
Thanks,
Stephen Porter.


